Multilayer networks describe well many real interconnected communication and transportation systems, ranging from computer networks to multimodal mobility infrastructures. Here, we introduce a model in which the nodes have a limited capacity of storing and processing the agents moving over a multilayer network, and their congestions trigger temporary faults which, in turn, dynamically affect the routing of agents seeking for uncongested paths. The study of the network performance under different layer velocities and node maximum capacities, reveals the existence of delicate trade-offs between the number of served agents and their time to travel to destination. We provide analytical estimates of the optimal buffer size at which the travel time is minimum and of its dependence on the velocity and number of links at the different layers. Phenomena reminiscent of the Slower Is Faster (SIF) effect and of the Braess' paradox are observed in our dynamical multilayer set-up.
Extensive studies on congestion phenomena in complex networks [1] have highlightened the role of routing strategies [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and network topologies [8] [9] [10] on the propagation of faults and on the emergence of congestion [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Recently, multilayer network models have been introduced to better describe complex systems composed of interconnected networks [16] [17] [18] [19] . Diffusion processes [20] [21] [22] and congestion have also been explored in the context of multilayer networks [23, 24] . For instance, Ref. [25] has shown that multiplexity can induce congestions that otherwise would not appear if the individual layers were not interconnected. Also the effects on congestion of the mechanism of changing layer as a function of the velocities of the links of two layers has been analyzed [18] . However, essential aspects of the dynamics of congestions, which can play even a more important role in multilayer systems, are still missing. Firstly, nodes and links have been treated as static entities, in the sense that the dynamical effects of the congestion on the node queue length and agents' routing have not been explicitely considered [18, [24] [25] [26] . Secondly, the capacity of storing agents or packets at nodes has usually been assumed infinite [25] , neglecting the dynamical evolution of a node to be available or unavaible during time according to whether its queue is uncongested or congested, respectively.
In this Letter, we introduce a multilayer mobility model capturing both the dynamic nature of the queues at the network nodes, and also the consequent congestion phenomena induced by the limited storage capacity, i.e. finite buffer size, of the nodes of any real multilayer system. Our model well describes the mechanisms of congestion occurring at the routers of a multilayer communication network. The main ingredient of the model is that it takes into account that agents seek for uncongested paths during their navigation. This makes the routing strategy of the agents explicitly dependent on the dynamic effects of the congestion at the nodes rather than at the links of the network [2] [3] [4] . Moreover, in our model a node is unavailable when congested and again available when becomes uncongested. Therefore, the onset of congestion triggers a sort of temporary fault of the node and affects the routing of agents, which seek for uncongested paths. In this respect, the model allows to investigate the effect of temporary faults on the performance of a multilayer network, extending the analysis originally performed on single-layer networks, and limited to permanent faults [10, 27, 28] . Finally, the combination of the above dynamical effects yields a coevolving multilayer network due to the circular argument by which the agents' routing depends on the congestion phenomena and the latter is in turn influenced by the agents' behavior to seek for uncongested paths. This leads to novel multilayer phenomena characterised by the existence of an optimal value of the node buffer size where the travel time is minimum, and which critically depends on the topologies and on the velocities of the different layers.
The model. The backbone of our system is modeled as a weighted multilayer network with L layers and N α nodes at layer α, with α = 1, 2, . . . , L. Agents moving on the network can for instance represent information packets in a communication system: they are generated at the nodes of the network and move from a node to one of its neighbours until they arrive at their assigned final destination, where they are removed from the network. The dynamics of the nodes and links is illustrated in Fig.1 of Supp. Mat. The main quantity of interest to characterize the state of node i at layer α and at time t, is its queue length q α i (t) which represents the number of agents at the node. Additionally, we assume that each node i at layer α is characterized by its maximum resource B α i , representing the node capability to store agents, for instance the buffer size of a router in a computer network. This implies that q α i (t) ≤ B α i for all t. We also adopt First-InFirst-Out (FIFO) queues, which means that agents are processed by the queue at any given node in order of their arrival. The basic assumption of our transportation model is that the agents have a global knowledge of the network [4] , and move from their origins to their destinations by following minimum-weight paths. Since our aim is to model the dynamics of agents that try to minimise distances but also to avoid congested nodes [2] [3] [4] , we assume that the link weights depend on the node queue lengths [10, 29] . Namely, the weight w αβ ij of the link connecting node i at layer α to node j at layer β is defined as:
where γ αβ ij for α = β represents the time of going from node i at layer α to node j at layer β, and c is the equivalent cost per unit time, so that c · γ 
where I α i (t) and O α i (t) are respectively the queue incoming and outgoing rate from and to other nodes, while δI α i (t) and δO α i (t) are the number of agents generated or removed at node i and layer α, at each time. In particular, the output rate O α i (t) of node i is related to the capacity of the node to serve agents and route them towards other nodes, and we assume that each node i is characterized by a maximum service rateÔ
Once all the values of R α i (t) are calculated, we adopt the following update rule of node queues:
for each α = 1, . . . , L and i = 1, . . . , N α . Notice that the waiting time spent by an agent at node i at time t The model takes into account that agents seek for uncongested paths during their navigation. Moreover, agent loss may also occur in the model because of the congestion (i.e. packet loss in communication networks). Specifically, an agent is lost at a node when it cannot be forwarded to one of the neighbouring nodes because they are all congested. Summing up, the control parameters of our network model are:
Results. To illustrate the rich dynamical behaviour of the model under different control parameters, we consider a network with two layers (L = 2) of N 1 = 150 and N 2 = 30 nodes respectively. The two layers are generated as geometric random graphs by randomly placing the nodes on the unit square and connecting two nodes i and j if their Euclidean distance is R ij < 0.11 (layer 1) or 0.11 ≤ R ij ≤ 0.19 (layer 2) [25, 30] . The aim is to represent with layer 1 a denser network with high clustering coefficient and short-range connections, and with layer 2 a network of fewer nodes with long-range connections. We also assume that layer 2 is a faster transportation system. Hence, we fix γ 
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a are respectively the times at which agent a enters the network and arrives at its destination, and N a is the total number of delivered agents.
The plots of T as a function of γ for buffer sizes B = 10, 40 and 10 3 show that the travel time decreases when γ increases, i.e. when we decrease the velocity of the faster layer 2, keeping fixed the velocity of layer 1. This is an example, in a multilayer set-up, of the Slower Is Faster (SIF) effect reported for several complex systems in the literature and in which the decrease of the velocity can yield to an improvement of the system performance [35] . The increase of T we observe here when γ decreases is due to the increasing waiting times q(t)/Ô experimented by agents along the preferential and bottlenecked paths induced by the increasingly different velocities of the two layers. Interestingly, the effect does not occur in a static model not accounting for the queue dynamics [18] . The results of the static model, reported for comparison as dashed line, show indeed that T decreases for decreasing values of γ. As expected, our model tends to the dashed line of the static model for very large values of B (see the curve for B = 10 8 ), since the link weights in Eq. (1) become independent from the queue q(t) when B → ∞.
An analogous of the Braess's paradox, in which the addition of resources in terms of links leads to a worsening of network performance, shows up in our model in the dependence of T on the buffer (i.e the addition of physical space to the nodes). In fact, when we increase B from 10 to 40 we reduce congestion and agent losses and, as expected, we observe a drop of the travel time (for any value of γ). However, a further increase of the node buffer size does not lead to an additional improvement of the system, as we observe, for instance at at B = 10 3 , an increase of the travel time T . To better highlight the non-monotonous dependence of the average travel time from the node buffer size B observed in Fig. 1 , in panel (a) and (b) of Fig. 2 we report T as a function of B, together with the agent loss Λ, defined as the percentage of agents that are unable to reach their destination with respect to the total number of generated agents. We adopt a logarithmic scale for B, and we show the results for three different velocity ratios, namely γ = 0.05, 0.5 and 1. We first describe the case γ = 1. In the limit B → ∞ the network is uncongested and Λ → 0. By decreasing the value of the buffer size, the agent loss Λ starts to increase at B 10 2 and triggers nodes alternatively being full and empty. In this regime, the average queue length q is well approximated byq B/2 with an average waiting timeq/Ô B/2Ô, so that the average travel time T linearly decreases with the buffer size B. This behavior holds until a value B Tmin 40, at which the average travel time T assumes its optimal value. Finally, when the buffer size is reduced to values B < B Tmin , a congestion collapse occurs with a sharp increase of agent loss. In such high-congestion regime, the average travel time T increases because of the high number of alternative but longer paths available. We can notice from panel (c) of Fig. 2 that, for B ∈ [40, 80] , the increase in the travel time is related to the increase of the network maximum betweenness centrality C max , which is upper bounded by the node buffer size. This is in agreement with the results found in Refs. [31, 32] for single-layer networks. When B > 80, the increase in T is mainly due to the increased waiting time q(t)/Ô of the agents in a queue, combined with the nonlinear dynamics of link weights. Conversely, the maximum betweenness centrality C max decreases, as the agents go through a lower number of more congested nodes. The curves for γ < 1 reported in Fig. 2 indicate in general a worsening of the travel time T with respect to the case γ = 1. Specifically, for B B Tmin , the increase of the average travel time T is due to the increase of the waiting time q(t)/Ô on preferential paths which gives rise to the Braess' paradox observed already in Fig.  1 . For low value of buffer size B B Tmin , lower value of γ makes the faster layer more and more preferential and congested such that the paths crossed by the agents include a larger number of links and nodes of the slower layer. The effect is an increase of T for decrease of γ. In this case the number of agent loss is almost the same but it is differently distributed along the multilayer networks, with most occurring at the fast layer.
Differently, for buffer sizes around B Tmin , as shown in the inset, the average time T is lower for higher velocity (lower γ) as in the case of the static model. This is because the waiting time q(t)/Ô can be neglected with respect to the intrinsic time to traverse a link.
Analytical estimations of B Tmin . The most striking result of our model with finite storing capacity is that the optimal value B Tmin of the buffer depends on the velocities of the layers of the multilayer. It is therefore of outmost importance to obtain an analytical expression of B Tmin as a function of γ. We observe that, under standard working conditions, the network is characterized by a steady state in which the number of generated agents equals the number of agents leaving the network at their destination. By the Little's law [33] we can then write:
where Q is the total generated traffic per unit time,q is the average queue length,τ is the average time spent by the agent over the network, and N = N 1 + N 2 . To evaluateτ , consider that on average the time spent by an agent from the output of a node i to the output of its neighbour j isγ +q/Ô, namely the sum of the average intrinsic time to cover the link (i, j) and the average waiting time at the queueq/Ô. The valueγ can be evaluated asγ =
, where K 12 , K 1 and K 2 are respectively the number of interlinks and of links in the two layers. Hence, the average time spent by an agent on a typical path isτ =h(γ +q O ) whereh is the average number of links on the shortest path. Since the buffer B Tmin is associated to the onset of the network congestion collapse, i.e. when all queues are full and we havē q/B Tmin 1, by plugging the expression ofτ in Eq. (4) and solving it forq, we get the following estimate for the minimum buffer size: Fig. 2 and are in good agreement with the optimal values obtained numerically. Eq. (5) highlights that a faster multilayer network, i.e. one with lowerγ, has a lower B Tmin . This is well confirmed by Fig. 3 , where we report both the numerically derived and the analytical prediction of B Tmin as function of γ for multilayer networks with different values of K 1 and K 2 . We observe that the variation of B Tmin as a function of γ is larger when fast and slow layers have a similar number of links. On the other hand, when the fast layer has much fewer links than the slow layer, the value of B Tmin of the multilayer network is almost independent on the difference of the layer velocity. This also suggests that even a slight improvement in the velocity of links of the denser layer can have better effects on B Tmin than speeding up or adding new links to the faster layer.
The analytical estimate of B Tmin provided in this Letter can be useful to design efficient multilayer mobility systems. In particular, the model shows that an increase of network resources in terms of the link velocities or of the buffer sizes can surprisingly lead to a worsening of the performance. The first behavior is reminiscent of the SIF effect [35] while the latter is an analogous of the Braess' paradox originally defined for single layer networks [34] and recently observed in multiplex networks as a func-tion of the layer average degrees [25] . Here we found both effects in dynamical multilayer mobility networks with finite storing capacity. This work was supported by the EPRSC-ENCORE Network + project "Dynamics and Resilience of Multilayer Cyber-Physical Social Systems", and by EPSRC grant EP/N013492/1. We thank the anonymous referees for their constructive suggestions and for having pointed us to the SIF effect.
